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How can we simulate edge plasma turbulence? 	

How can we gradually approach its complexity by using basic 
plasma physics devices? What are we learning on their dynamics?	

In the tokamak SOL, what is the mechanism setting turbulence 

























































Te, ? (vorticity)        similar equations (Ti<<Te)	






Solved in 3d geometry, taking into account plasma 













+ [φ, n] = Cˆ(nTe)− nCˆ(φ)−∇￿(nV￿e) + S













From linear devices, to Simple 













































+ [φ, n] = Cˆ(nTe)− nCˆ(φ)−∇￿(nV￿e) + S
GBS simulation of a linear 
device: LAPD	

















 Without K-H drive	
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   GBS simulations of  TORPEX	






one toroidal cuts for         	










Depends on N, the 
number of B turns	

Example: N=2!






































longest possible vertical wavelength of a perturbation	
λv :
If               then  	







For N~1-6, ideal             interchange modes dominant	
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stabilization, requires high N and    	
k￿ η￿ ￿= 0
γ2 = γ2I − γ
4πV 2Ak2￿
η￿c2k2y








Toroidally symmetric  	



























What is the mechanism setting the turbulence amplitude?	




























































Turbulence saturation due to 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KH)	

Primary instability grows 





∼ [φ,ω] φ1 ∼ γ
k2θ
We expect KH to limit the transport,	

provided that KH is unstable!	










































By comparing eddy turn over time and KH growth rate,  	
























Why is KH stable at low q but not higher q? 	





q=4 simulations are 
































































Balance of perpendicular 



















What are we learning from GBS simulations?	

•  The use of a progressive approach to investigate 
turbulence in complex configurations 	

•  Basic plasma physics device turbulence properties:	

–  Linear device (LAPD): Kelvin-Helmholtz is the main drive	

–  Simple Magnetized Torus (TORPEX): competition 




–  Saturation mechanism given by gradient removal or 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 	

–  Scaling of radial transport and pressure scale length	

•  How to perform comparisons between experiments 
and simulations (not shown)	

Code validation methodology and application on TORPEX 	

•  Comparison performed 
using a number of 
observables 	

•  A composite metric that 
takes into account the 
“hierarchy level” of each 
observable is introduced.	

•  The ?quality? of the 
comparison is defined.	

•  The methodology has 


















 Physics of neutrals	

Better source	

modeling	

